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TRANSPORT PROPERTIES F RELATIVISITIC ELECTRON BEAMS L
THROUGH LINEARLY POLARIZED MAGNETIC WIGGLERS

_ U
Ren-Chau 3J. Hu and L. R. Elias--

Physics Oesarement, University of California. Santa Barbara. :A 93106

hen a relativistic electron beam moves through a linearly polarized magnetic wiggler it '

sxnibits etatron oscillations along the direction perpendicular to the motion. There is ,'

*also a small defocuing ffect along the transverse d2irection ecuse of spce charge -:-

*roulsion. In our ce ith a low emittance electron eam, computer sim Uation shows a ;':*

negligible increase in emittnce. although the hae space in the transverse lane may var-y
* reatly from period to period ecuse of the betatron effect. .- ¢

*An imortant feaure of the UCSB FEL is its electron bam recirculation. ecause of : _-

*this ecirculation, the electron eam transport properties of the iggler are extreely---

imoortant even if we inore their effct on the gain mechanism. The parameters of the. .-
wiggler and the electron em in our simulation are shown in Tacl 1 and Fig. 1.-.-'

% o_

Table 1 Wiggler and Electron Beam

T TIGLE R ELECTRON BEAMS

Phryoi 3.6 cm Energy 3 ev .a.nar-3

ask Field 416 'ausel Current 2 mp ; ...

Numoer of eriods 160 Radium 2.5 mm_~

g e netic aield p r m--e

e yx..z] is calculated by applying the Biot-Svr Law to an equivalent current sheet

aoel of he magnet array with this and the Laplace equation for the scalar otential we

can ind te coefficients of the xansion of the feld along the z-axis. The farm of hisy

wiggler fiel is

* • f(x~y)S I:Nkz . ta)" -...
An Boio e (x.y)COSHkySINkz . (ir) of

* o (1h(x.y)SINHkyCOSkz , tc]

where c i rcu o is the ertod of the wiggler. The functions f(x.y), gx.y) and h(x.yJtre

are ue to evn it zeize of the magnets and ould vanish if the magnets were infinitely
ong. n our model we calculate the field to fourth order in the sxansion of owers of

and y aong the z-axis. We take Bo - 416.2 GauaaTa~tss- '

=,-om the .orentz force equation we get the equations of the electron trajectories: 6

" S :'1-x" -yP [y'Bz - (1x'
z  
)By * x'y'BxI * Ym/p: (1-x' y : ) Ex - x'Sz) * (a)

y° * "e/o . -x -y * x' z - (1-y :  Bx * x'y' By I - Y e /l p (1-'c y ' )[Ey - y' E-z ) . (2b)

Mnets all the derivatives are taken with respect to z. i.e. **' • :x/dz. y' * dy/dz. etc.

: - glsr imlds and sacs charge ilds are included in thse equations. -

Pe rino some asic feacjrea of tne ocam we can simolify tnese equations cy E reoing only

- r o fes: r ider te Os. Riving ,des

,'V,; a,.ujior
,N,
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x" % -lp'By - -G/p'oSINkz o (3)

x' e/P/k'SoCOSkZ * (4)

y" . -e/p'x'Bz - -eZ/p2/kgoZkyCOSkz * -o2/p2BoZCoskza y 2 (5)

The Fcusing constant 0 - <e/028o2coskz> (z/p2/2.Bo2)1. 2.57/m. (5)

From Epns. 5 and 6 we see the presence of a betatron oscillation along the main field
lirection, i.e., the y-direction. The envelope of the electron beam is shown in Fig. 2
where oath the betatron affect and the space charge effect are clearly demonstrated.
Notize that we inject the electrons with some focusing slope in order to form a beam waist
at about the midpoint of the path. The result also shows that the betatron effect is
exactly the same as predicted by Eqn. 5. i.e.. 0 - 2w/Xg - 2.57/m implies that X9 - Zw/2.5 7

*n - 2.44 m - 58 k. where )Xsis the wavelength of the betatron oscillation. For a total path
of 150 k we should be able to see about 2.4 periods of betatron oscillation or 4.8 peaks.

Phase soace

'he transverse phase space is also studied and shown in Fig. 3. Besides the betatron
effect we find that both the y-phase space and the x-phase space are always correlated.
though there are some aberations in the x-phase space. These aborations are such that

S.some electrons got larger x-slopee after about 10 periods and come back after another 10
" eriods and have the same phase space again. To explain this. we solve the equation of

'motion in the x-direction to the lowest order:

*x' - x'(z 2) - x(Z)- -G/p By dz(7)

fzi

The change of the x-slope is equal to the integral of 8 along the path. If By is a
perfect sinusoidal function, which is true only in the x-z plane (y-0). the slope of the
electrons will not change at all after each period. For those off-plane electrons, the
y-position. and hence the amplitude of B. changes because of the betatron oscillation (see
Pig. 2). The electrons are picking up slopes while they are sliding down to the valley of
the envelope and losing Slopes while climing up. With a suitable choice of the peak
wiggler field the electron beam can again become not aborated at the end of the wiggler so
that we can collect most of the electrons.

In real cases the wiggler is not perfect. The field of each period is not identical. ' ,
There are always some fluctuations in the amplitude. Will they affect the correlation of J.

the electron beam? To answer this question we make another simulation with an assumption
that there is a 5% fluctuation in the field of the wiggler. The result is shown in Fig. 4.
As see that the electron beam can still be somewhere without aboerated along the path. The
reason for this well behaved phenomenon is the same as above except that the fluctuations
in the field do not contribute greatly to the emittance because the average change of the1
slooe due to the fluctuations of the field is close to zero.

%-Conclusionm 
%1j

- The emittance of an electron beam of initially low emittance will not change greatly 'S

luring passage through a linearly polarized magnetic wiggler. Thus the wiggler will not
adversely effect the recirculation of the electron beam. By choosing a correct peak
wiggler field we should be able to eliminate the amittance of the electron beam at the end.'.
of te wiggler.
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